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ABSTRACT 
Devon Elayne Murphy: Matter That Matters: A Study of Cherokee Baskets and the Museums 
that Display Them 
(Under the direction of Carol Magee) 
 
This research considers the classificatory difficulties Cherokee baskets from the 
twentieth century present in museum spaces. Native art objects have historically been 
exhibited in one-dimensional displays. Focusing on two baskets, one from a non-Native 
museum, the Gregg Museum of Art and Design in Raleigh, NC, and one from a Native 
museum, the Museum of the Cherokee Indian in Cherokee, NC, the multiple histories of 
these objects are uncovered. These multiple narratives speak to the creative autonomy and 
modern lives of their makers, Sallie Locust and Betty Lossiah, who engaged in multiple 
markets to sell their works. These baskets’ materials and trajectories reveal complex 
information structures; this points to a need for institutions to critically reexamine 
information sources like catalogs and donor information as influences on museum 
exhibitions. I provide recommendations for museums to recognize different knowledge 
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At the Gregg Museum of Art and Design in Raleigh, North Carolina, a honeysuckle 
basket sits on the second-highest register of a display cabinet (fig. 1). It is surrounded by 
other baskets, quillwork boxes, and pottery, all of which are made by Indigenous artists 
across the Americas. The basket’s maker Sallie Locust (Eastern Band of Cherokee)1 likely 
imagined such a life for this object when she wove it in 1965 (fig. 2). Honeysuckle is not a 
durable material and contemporary baskets constructed from it are usually small, decorated, 
and marketed to hold lighter materials (fig. 3).2 With its novel material, intricate basket rim, 
and use of alternating dyes, Locust’s basket seems built to be displayed.  
Baskets made by Cherokee artists in a range of materials populate various kinds of 
museum collections, from natural history to anthropology to art.3 Locust made her basket 
likely with this knowledge in mind, as museum collectors had been coming to western North 
Carolina to purchase baskets since the 1880s, either approaching artists directly or buying 
from tourist shops and galleries.4
                                                
1A small note on terminology. Following practice in other Native North American scholarship, I designate 
nation/tribal affiliation using parentheses. I also use Indigenous to refer to Indigenous people across the 
Americas and Native or Native American to refer to Indigenous people within the United States. When speaking 
about specific people or communities, their specific titles are used as much as possible. 
2Sarah H. Hill, Weaving New Worlds: Southeastern Cherokee Women and Their Basketry (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1997), 191-194. 
3Such collections include those at the New York State Museum, the National Museum of the American Indian 
(collected when it was formerly the Museum of the American Indian in New York City), and the Asheville Art 
Museum. 
4Hill, Weaving New Worlds, 169-180; James Mooney, Historical Sketch of the Cherokee (New Brunswick, N.J.: 
Aldine Transaction, 2005), 181, 185. 
2 
These buyers regularly competed with tourists and art collectors, as well as local 
consumers.5 Baskets are flexible objects that are displayed in a friend’s home as a useful gift, 
in an anthropological museum as an artifact, or in a personal collection as an art object. At 
the Gregg, Locust’s basket sits in a display case reminiscent of a collectibles cabinet, while 
other baskets from the collection are displayed in a chest of drawers (figs. 1 and 4). Through 
the basket’s presentation and sparse wall labels, Locust’s basket is presented as a collectible, 
aesthetic item.  
Betty Lossiah’s white oak basket (see fig. 5), owned and exhibited by the Museum of 
the Cherokee Indian in Cherokee, NC, offers a different story. Lossiah was also a Cherokee 
basket weaver working in the mid-twentieth century, weaving primarily with white oak but 
also experimenting with other woods such as maple.6 Her basket, while made of a sturdy, 
utilitarian wood, is ornamented with wood curls, pink and yellow commercial dyes, handles, 
and a complex checkered pattern. Like Locust, Lossiah created a beautiful, utilitarian object 
that would attract buyers’ interest. In the mid 2000s, this basket sat in a display case at the 
front of the museum with other Cherokee baskets, ranging in materials from honeysuckle to 
rivercane. The display was completed with panels on how the baskets were made and 
biographies on the artists.7 Here, the focus appeared to be on the baskets’ makers, and not 
solely on the objects. 
While these baskets were made by contemporaries in the same region and for the 
same commercial purposes, the ways in which these baskets are categorized and understood 
in these two museum spaces are different. This difference is in part related to the two 
                                                
5Arthur Kelly in correspondence with Frank G. Speck, Aug 9th 1929. Frank G. Speck Papers, American 
Philosophical Society, 1-3.  
6Mollie Blankenship and Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual Inc., Contemporary Artists and Craftsmen of the 
Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians. (Cherokee, N.C.: Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual, 1987), 105-106; Hill, 
Weaving New Worlds, 254-257. 
7Nelda Reid, (archivist), in discussion with author, Cherokee, NC, October 2018. 
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museums’ varying institutional mandates, but these distinctions reveal more about how 
Cherokee baskets have been categorized in different knowledge organization systems. As 
institutions struggle over questions of repatriation and representation, it is necessary to also 
interrogate the knowledge structures built around Native objects to better understand how the 
objects function in those spaces and what other possible narratives exist for them. 
My thesis aims to examine three central, intersecting questions regarding knowledge 
organization systems in museums: how do museum staff organize information in the museum 
space, how are these baskets defined by museum staff through display, metadata, exhibition 
texts; and how can Indigenous objects’ multidimensionality be consistently demonstrated in 
different museums? My project emphasizes Native knowledge and systems as a 
methodological approach and builds from current art historical scholarship in this area by 
proposing a possible model Native and non-Native museums can use to review their 
Indigenous collections. 
Drawing from Amy Lonetree (Ho-Chunk), Patricia Erikson, and Lisa King’s studies, 
critical museum theory is one of the three theoretical approaches underpinning my thesis.8 
Critical museum theory has many applications, but I am employing it here as a decolonizing 
tool. Many critiques of non-Native museums with Native collections have been levied from 
the mid-twentieth century to now, but this scholarship, as Lonetree and King argue in their 
books, should progress from reviews of non-Native exhibitions to a reassessment of 
exhibition narratives in all institutions.9 Erikson, in her analysis of the Makah Museum and 
                                                
8Other scholars that have engaged in this topic include Susan Sleeper-Smith in Contesting Knowledge: Museums 
and Indigenous Perspectives, 1-5; Paul Chaat Smith in “Critical Reflections on the Our Peoples Exhibit: A 
Curator's Perspective,” in The National Museum of the American Indian: Critical Conversations, 131-140; 
Jennifer Shannon in Our Lives: Collaboration, Native Voice, and the Making of the National Museum of the 
American Indian, 5-10; and Bryony Onciul in Museums, Heritage, and Indigenous Voice, 1-4. 
9Amy Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums: Representing Native America in National and Tribal Museums (Chapel 
Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2012), 32-42; Lisa King, Legible Sovereignties: Rhetoric, 
Representations, and Native American Museums (Corvalis, OR: Oregon State University Press, 2017), 24-27; 
 
4 
Cultural Research Center, adds storage policies to her review, one of the few looking at 
Native displays to use critical museum theory beyond the exhibition.10 Erikson’s analysis of 
storage policies reflect what Melissa Adler, an information science scholar, defines as 
knowledge organization systems, which are structures of policies and systems that define a 
space.11 I add to this existing corpus by making museums’ knowledge organization systems 
the focus, examining the information objects and policies that underlie museum work by 
comparing how these structures are evident in the display of two baskets in Native and non-
Native museums. 
Alongside this approach, I also center the material aspects of the baskets, as these 
features inform how these objects are displayed, described, and stored. The various processes 
and decisions that museum staff make when working with these baskets are material ones, 
comprising a network that link various kinds of matter, donors, and museum staff together. 
Bruno Latour’s writings on object and information networks and Arjun Appadurai’s 
arguments on how objects translate between different systems of value allow me to work 
through the complex translations Cherokee baskets made between different buyers and 
players.12 I also employ the scholarship of Native authors, who have written extensively on 
the multilayered lives of objects, such as Lonetree, Janine Bowechop (Makah), and others, to 
further demonstrate the utility of viewing these baskets, and other Native art objects, as 
complex, shifting materials. 
 My argument is organized in four parts. First, I examine the material aspects of the 
two baskets, arguing that their materiality influences how they are displayed and understood 
                                                
10Patricia Pierce Erikson, Helma Ward, and Kirk Wachendorf, Voices of a Thousand People: the Makah 
Cultural and Research Center (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2002), 182-187. 
11Adler, “The Case for Taxonomic Reparations.” Knowledge Organization 43, no. 8 (2016): 631-633. 
12Bruno Latour, "A Collective of Humans and Nonhumans," in Pandora's Hope: Essays on the Reality of 
Science Studies (Harvard University Press, 1999), 174-215 and Arjun Appadurai, "Introduction: Commodities 
and the Politics of Value," in The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective (Cambridge 
University Press, 1986), 3-63 are the specific works I am using. 
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in the museum space. I follow with the argument that baskets, and other Cherokee art objects 
like masks, operated in dense information networks and slipped between different object 
categories. Using the knowledge organization system schema from information science, I 
argue that information supports like labels, database records, and exhibition texts influence 
how the baskets are presented, carrying the informational legacies of their communities. To 
conclude, I provide suggestions on how museums can collaborate to integrate multivalent 
museum practices and support Native objects. 
Literature Review  
Early forays into the critique of representations of Native Americans include works by 
George W. Stocking Jr., Curtis Hinsley, Ira Jacknis, and Vine Deloria Jr. (Standing Rock 
Sioux). Deloria Jr.’s 1969 book, Custer Died for Your Sins: An Indian Manifesto, was one of 
the very first works to critically examine cultural representations of Native people in the 
United States, setting the stage for later inquiries into film, advertising, and museums.13 
Deloria Jr.’s book came at a time of fierce activism by Native communities against museums, 
including renewed repatriation claims and protests against museum displays, putting the 
representation of Native people at the center of civil rights debates.14 
In the 1980s, Stocking Jr., Hinsley, and Jacknis followed this work by detailing how 
anthropologists and museum staff at the Smithsonian and the Hearst Museum of 
Anthropology, two massive bastions of Native materials, constructed exhibits of Native 
cultures from the late nineteenth century to the early twentieth. The authors describe these 
exhibitions as ahistorical, depicting Native people and lifeways as timeless cultures that had 
                                                
13Vine Deloria Jr., Custer Died for Your Sins: An Indian Manifesto (New York: Macmillan, 1969), 1-16. 
14Karen Coody Cooper, Spirited Encounters: American Indians Protest Museum Policies and Practices 
(Lanham, MD: AltaMira Press, 2008), 2-10; Pauline Turner Strong, American Indians and the American 
Imaginary: Cultural Representation Across the Centuries (Boulder, CO: Paradigm Publishers, 2012), 34-51; 
Dean Rader, Engaged Resistance: American Indian Art, Literature, and Film from Alcatraz to the NMAI 
(Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2011), 201-210; 216-222. 
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changed little since pre-contact days. This construction did not accurately map to Native 
Americans’ lived realities, past or present.15 The exhibits also contained little input from 
Native Americans themselves, with the narratives presenting a distortion of actual practices 
or divulging information that was not meant to be shared widely. Hinsley, Stocking Jr., and 
Jacknis, amongst others, made a major step in evaluating how large institutions collected and 
displayed Native objects, paving the way for future work on other museums and other ways 
those representations are crafted. At the same time, these books did not include scholarship 
by Native curators or scholars, nor did they talk about Native efforts to change such 
stereotypes, constituting a blind spot in their analyses.  
More recent work from the 1990s to the present have sought to remedy that deficit. 
Karen Coody Cooper (Cherokee), Gwyneira Isaac, Lisa King, and Amy Lonetree are 
amongst many others who have developed this discourse through inclusion of Native critique 
and, in the case of Isaac, the examination of museum policies and organizational structures. 
Coody Cooper and Lonetree argue whether the museum is a viable institutional structure for 
Native collections, with its foundations in Western anthropology and insistence on unrealistic 
categories as reasons for why the museum organizational structure should be renovated to fit 
specific Indigenous nations’ uses.16  
Isaac, along with King and Lonetree, is more optimistic about the adaptability of the 
museum’s structure and its utility for different purposes than Cooper. To these authors, 
Native museums have the power to choose what objects to display, what narratives to share, 
and what parties are involved in the process; Native-centered narratives are disseminated 
                                                
15George W. Stocking Jr., “Introduction,” in Objects and Others: Essays on Museums and Material Culture, ed. 
George W. Stocking Jr. (Madison, WI.: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 3-13; Curtis Hinsley, The 
Smithsonian and the American Indian: Making a Moral Anthropology in Victorian America (Washington D.C.: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1994), 19-29; Ira Jacknis, “Franz Boas and Exhibits: On the Limitations of the 
Museum Method of Anthropology,” in Objects and Others: Essays on Museums and Material Culture, 75-86. 
16Coody Cooper, Spirited Encounters, 2-10, 155; Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 21-25. 
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through these institutions.17 In my thesis, I argue that the focus on the object is especially 
vital, as non-Native museum curators previously presented objects with little supporting 
information given about the actual people who made or used the item.18 When the full stories 
of objects and their makers are told, however, objects can become vital sites of memory, and 
specifically in Lonetree’s argument in her book, Decolonizing Museums, of survivance.19  
Presenting these objects also includes a host of informational activities and objects 
that structure the narratives made in museum displays, representing different ways to 
organize cultural knowledge. Isaac uses this theme to structure some of her research at the 
A:shiwi A:wan Museum and Heritage Center run by the Zuni nation; she posits that all 
museum policies, from storage to information transmission, need to be re-examined by both 
Native and non-Native museum professionals and community members.20 This work allows 
the museum space to better fit the objects and community it serves. While not using the 
knowledge organization system framework, Isaac’s book can be interpreted to view the 
museum as an information space in all aspects, analyzing accessioning and storage policies as 
reflections of different knowledge practices.21 My project fits into this conversation by 
examining both Native and non-Native museums together instead of in separate projects, and 
takes it further by arguing that those procedural, hidden information objects like cataloging or 
label terms create the museum as an information space. Depending on their framing, the 
                                                
17Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 34-39; Lisa King, Legible Sovereignties, 8-10.  
18King, Legible Sovereignties, 2-11; Amy Lonetree and Amanda Cobb, The National Museum of the American 
Indian: Critical Conversations, 21-24. 
19Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 158-166, 170-172. This concept is used in many contexts, but Lonetree uses 
it to mean the persistence of cultural practice over time and the ability to create one’s own authoritative 
histories. 
20Gwyneira Isaac. Mediating Knowledges: Origins of a Zuni Tribal Museum (Tucson: University of Arizona 
Press, 2007), 10-14. 
21Isaac, Mediating Knowledges, 95-97, 101-103; Erikson, Voices of a Thousand People, 182-187. 
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information presented in museums can emphasize sovereignty and control, as stated by 
Lonetree, or singular and flattening, as observed by Hinsley and Stocking Jr.22 
The ways that information is structured and presented in turn affects how objects are 
understood in the museum; this is critical for objects that do not fit easily into singular 
categories like Cherokee baskets. Sarah Hill and Joshua Haynes, writing on histories of 
Cherokee basket making in western North Carolina, approach these objects by highlighting 
that multiplicity as a part of their making during complex relations between Cherokees and 
non-Natives. Hill focuses on the changing uses of baskets over time, centering her 
observations on the types of materials used. She traces these shifts of baskets from being: 
locally-traded goods, to items sold at tourist fairs, and to preservers of cultural memory.23 
Baskets were, and continue to be, objects that have helped Cherokee women survive 
tumultuous events and express their identity.24 Haynes focuses primarily on basketmaking in 
the 1930s, examining how basket making was viewed by non-Natives, as both an idle activity 
and a craft that could be monetized.25 Twentieth-century Cherokee baskets do not have stable 
identities, but instead show the multiplicity of how an object can be defined, and importantly, 
the multiplicity of the lives of the people who made them.  
This point is central to Ruth Phillips’ essay in Unpacking Culture: the Indigenous 
artists who create “tourist art,” as Cherokee baskets have sometimes been defined by 
anthropologists and tourist sellers, are contemporary actors responding to their world, 
whether by creating works for various markets, adopting art forms for their own interests, or 
                                                
22Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 34-39; Hinsley, The Smithsonian and the American Indian, 19-21; Stocking 
Jr., Objects and Others, 10-13. 
23Hill, Weaving New Worlds, xv-xxii. 
24Hill, Weaving New Worlds, 34. Basketry, as will be explained further in the thesis, supported many Cherokee 
women and families economically, as well as sustaining cultural and ancestral connections to Cherokee identity 
during removal, land loss, and economic crisis. 
25Joshua Haynes, “Constructing Authenticity: The Indian Arts and Crafts Board and the Eastern Band of 
Cherokees, 1935–1985” in Native South 3, no. 1 (2010): 6-10, 16-18.  
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engaging in other types of exchanges using objects.26 My thesis investigates how museum 
staff present baskets as static or multidimensional objects, how some museums demonstrate 
this multiplicity in museum displays, and how those strategies can be reconciled with the 








                                                
26Ruth Phillips, “Nuns, Ladies, and the "Queen of the Huron": Appropriating the Savage in Nineteenth-Century 
Huron Tourist Art,” in Unpacking Culture: Art and Commodity in Postcolonial Worlds, eds. Ruth Phillips and 
Christopher Steiner (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 33-36.  
10 
CHAPTER 2 
Material Perspectives on Cherokee Baskets 
The materials that comprise Cherokee baskets enable them to slip between categories. 
The types of wood, dye, and shapes used were the basis of these baskets’ categorization and 
valuation by most non-Native buyers; in turn, materials were also the sites where many 
Native artists asserted visual autonomy or took advantage of non-Native preferences to sell 
goods. Understanding the material histories of these baskets illuminates their trajectories into 
the museum space and uncovers relationships between current displays and buyer 
perspectives of the past.  
In the early 1960s, Sallie Locust, an Eastern Band artist, wove an unusual basket (see 
fig. 2). Struggling to find suitable materials, Locust turned to an unlikely source: 
honeysuckle. Honeysuckle is an invasive vine, growing quickly amongst the rapidly changed 
treelines and forests of western North Carolina, having only been introduced to the Southeast 
in the early 1900s.27 Unlike basket materials that have a longer history in Cherokee weaving, 
such as rivercane, honeysuckle is not a pliant and easy material to use. It is inflexible, 
requiring a great deal of soaking to use its wood as basket splints, it is difficult to harvest, and 
its twill or weave is not dense, limiting what the finished product can be used for.28 Despite 
all of this, Locust decided to use honeysuckle as the main material for her basket, 
                                                
27Hill, Weaving New Worlds, 188. 
28Ibid, 193-194; M. Anna Fariello, Cherokee Basketry: From the Hands of Our Elders (Charleston, SC: The 
History Press, 2009), 92-94. 
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making her an early adopter of the medium.29 While honeysuckle baskets are now commonly 
made and are popular in galleries and tourist shops on the Qualla Boundary30, Locust’s basket 
was novel for her time. Its new material, vase shape, and carefully applied dyes across the 
entire basket allude to Locust’s interest in experimenting with new forms and her need to 
explore new techniques to adapt to changing lifeways in the region.  
Locust’s basket was purchased by Drs. Norman and Gilda Greenberg, two Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (BIA) employees and collectors of Native North American art. The 
Greenbergs traveled extensively across the United States, purchasing art objects from the 
Southwest, Great Lakes, Northeast, and in western North Carolina, while they taught in 
various BIA-administered schools.31 What unites their purchases, however, was a shared 
interest in collecting art objects that they viewed as both beautiful and traditional. The 
Greenbergs’ perspectives were informed by a long history of collecting and valuation by non-
Native collectors and anthropologists, who interpreted baskets as a timeless, utilitarian 
artifact or as an artistic continuation of ancient traditions. These two camps were originally at 
odds when it came to collecting but their perspectives on Cherokee baskets and Native art 
objects in general converge in the concern to preserve art objects that were assumed to be 
both disappearing and ancient.32 
                                                
29Blankenship and Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual Inc., Contemporary Artists and Craftsmen of the Eastern Band 
of Cherokee Indians, 6-7. Lucy Nola George is credited by Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual as being the first 
weaver to use honeysuckle, creating her first baskets in the material in the 1930s. As many artists learned how to 
weave and market materials in the same places, it is likely artists learned from each other. 
30The Qualla Boundary is one of the official names for the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians’ land. This refers 
to the fact that the land was purchased and is not part of the federal reservation system. Eastern Band of 
Cherokee Indians. 2016. “Take a Journey to the Home of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians.” Cherokee 
North Carolina. 2016. http://visitcherokeenc.com/eastern-band-of-the-cherokee/.  
31Mary Hauser, (registrar and associate director), in discussion with author, Raleigh, NC, October 2018. 
32Hill, Weaving New Worlds, 236, 286-289. 
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Native North American Art in the Early Twentieth Century  
Native North American art objects have long been in the public consciousness across 
the United States, seen as souvenirs, as ethnological materials, or as utilitarian wares.33 Yet, 
Native art objects were largely not considered as art by non-Native collectors and curators up 
until the early 1930s, and even then, these were sporadic cases.34 These objects ranged from 
basketry to weaving to beadwork; observers found them to be finely-crafted and decorative, 
but they were not art.35 The reason for such treatment is twofold. Nineteenth and early 
twentieth century Indian policy aimed to erase Native lifeways in favor of adopting white, 
“civilized” practices. The products of these lifeways like beadwork or baskets were not 
looked on favorably by Indian agents and reformers unless they fit into Western-accepted 
modes of production; they were seen as evidence of Native people failing to meet US 
standards.36 Fitting into this evolutionary view of civilization, anthropologists, Indian agents, 
and other observers viewed Native artists and their wares as reflecting a lower grade of 
human development and as such incapable of being anything other than a humble object.37 
Even early reformers and philanthropists had a low opinion of Native art objects, with reform 
                                                
33Nancy Marie Mithlo, “Lost O’Keeffes/Modern Primitives: The Culture of Native American Art,” in 
Reservation X, 56; Amy Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums,  24-32. Using the word art in relation to Native 
objects can be fraught, as the term and its associated meanings of aesthetic appreciation and valuation are, in 
many cases, non-Native applications having no relationship to the materials being described. Art is being used 
here as a term in two meanings: to describe the creation of a category of Native American “Art” in the early 
1930s and to describe contemporary Native art that is made in relation to aesthetic valuation. Art object, object, 
or material will be used to describe objects with more complex identities extending beyond the aesthetic or 
commodity.  
34The first major museum to start collecting Native art was the Denver Art Museum in 1925, with other 
museums following suit only in the 1940s and 50s.  Dobrzynski, Judith. 2015. “Denver Art Museum 
Strengthens Commitment to Native American Work.” New York Times. October 27, 2015. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/01/arts/design/denver-art-museum-strengthens-commitment-to-native-
american-work.html.  
35Janet Berlo and Ruth Phillips, Native North American Art (New York, New York: Oxford University Press, 
2015), 15-17, 62-63. 
36Susan Labry Meyn, More than Curiosities: A Grassroots History of the Indian Arts and Crafts Board and Its 
Precursors, 1920-1942. (Lanham, MD.: Lexington Books, 2001), 4-11 . 
37Steven Conn, History’s Shadow: Native Americans and Historical Consciousness in the Nineteenth Century, 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 140-144, 170-177. 
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figures like Constance Goddard Du Bois encouraging others to purchase baskets not because 
they were beautiful or valuable, but because their makers needed help.38  
In the 1910s and 20s, attitudes in anthropology shifted from the former civilizational 
model to one of cultural relativism, which viewed Native objects and lifeways not as 
examples of inferior civilizations but as existing in their own categories; this turn was spurred 
on by fears that Native people and their cultures were about to disappear forever.39 These 
fears, while both inaccurate and insensitive to the actual causes of Native communities’ rapid 
change and suffering, did increase interest in Native culture and currently-made art objects 
across different non-Native communities. Non-Native art curators and collectors were 
especially interested in the non-industrial and the assumed spiritual aspects of Native art 
objects.40 As a result, anthropologists and collectors rushed to collect Native art objects 
deemed authentic before they disappeared, creating tensions between collectors and 
anthropologists who competed for the same objects.41  
The American Southwest was the center of these activities, with artists such as Maria 
Martinez (Tewa, San Ildefonso Pueblo) and Awa Tsireh (San Ildefonso Pueblo) being 
particularly popular, as they were seen to embody a modernist aesthetic both visually and 
materially.42 The geometric patterns and stylization used by these artists fit into Western 
modernist visual styles, while the materials used for Native works like baskets and pots were 
                                                
38Erik Trump, “‘The Idea of Help’: White Women Reformers and the Commercialization of Native American 
Women’s Arts,” in Selling the Indian: Commercializing and Appropriating American Indian Cultures, eds. 
Carter Jones Meyer and Diana Royer (Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona Press, 2001), 175. 
39Conn, History’s Shadow, 170-175. 
40Elizabeth Hutchinson, The Indian Craze: Primitivism, Modernism, and Transculturation in American Art, 
1890-1915 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2009), 94-98. 
41Aldona Jonaitis, “Northwest Coast Totem Poles,” in Unpacking Culture, 107-110. 
42Mithlo,“Lost O’Keeffes/Modern Primitives: The Culture of Native American Art,” 56-58. 
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seen as unspoiled examples of pre-industrial craft.43 These formal qualities were viewed by 
artists and art collectors as primitive and thus more authentic to contemporary conceptions of 
Native cultures and lifeways, as simple and connected to nature, a view constructed by 
American anthropology and Indian policy.44 That supposed primitiveness in materials 
demonstrated to Euroamerican artists and critics that “emotions of tribal people [were] more 
authentic, more vibrantly real, than those felt by Europeans,” and as such Native objects were 
used by modern artists as sources of inspiration.45 Native communities in the Southwest were 
remote with little access to modern conveniences like roads and electricity, heightening the 
aura of authenticity to non-Native visitors.46 Geometric patterns and non-industrial materials 
became the standard that other Native artists were expected to follow to attract non-Native 
buyers. 
For example, Native art objects, including baskets, were exhibited in the MOMA and 
in Los Angeles by the Indian Arts and Crafts Board (IACB) in the 1940s, titled “Prehistoric 
Art, Living Traditions, and Indian Art for Modern Living.”47 For the exhibitions and 
marketing to be successful, art objects like baskets, pottery, and weaving were recast through 
the language of modernist aesthetics in exhibitions and writing and were set apart from 
similar objects in tourist stores or in ethnological collections. To do so, Native artists were 
strongly encouraged by art guilds, collectors, and the IACB to drop contemporary materials 
and to follow prescribed styles.48 These changes were meant to make the art objects more 
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authentic as opposed to their counterparts in the tourist circuit and more refined than their 
relations in anthropology museums. These views held by the IACB and reformers conflated 
Native artmaking with Western definitions of craft and art, persisting throughout the 
twentieth century.49  
Material Restrictions on Baskets 
These developments, while centered in the Southwest, still had a major impact on the 
Qualla Boundary in western North Carolina. Local art guilds, such as the Southern Highland 
Handicraft Guild, had long been interested in Cherokee art objects since 1914, after seeing 
the objects’ success at the first Cherokee-run Indian Fair.50 Local guild support helped set up 
the conditions for the federal IACB to start artmaking projects in the 1940s.51 These guilds 
enforced restrictions similar to those posed by the IACB, stating that Cherokee artists must 
avoid contemporary materials like aniline dyes, machine-made textiles, or exotic woods if 
they wished to participate in the guild.52 Non-industrial materials were seen as markers of 
authenticity, while commercial materials constitutes a toxic non-Native influence. Aniline 
dyes in particular were previously very popular among Cherokee weavers as they appealed to 
tourists.53 While some dyed baskets from the twentieth century exist, the effects of the non-
Native art guilds and IACB were strong in that these dyes and other experimental materials 
like raffia or bamboo dropped out of use. 
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Baskets, more than other art forms such as mask making or beadwork, were 
particularly affected by these policies as the IACB ran basket making classes at the local high 
school and later helped fund the Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual cooperative.54 These efforts 
were coordinated through Gertrude Flanagan, a former IACB field representative. Flanagan 
started her career working out west before managing art classes at Cherokee Central School 
in the 1940s, overseeing Native art production in the Southeast region, and later became 
manager of Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual until the 1970s.55 Flanagan, echoing the art guilds’ 
policies, blocked baskets from shows and sales that used aniline dyes, non-native woods, and 
particular patterns and basket forms.56 These materials, according to Flanagan and the IACB, 
were not authentic to Cherokee weaving and should not be encouraged if the objects were 
going to be sold as art objects. Yet, artists continued to experiment with new materials within 
these restrictions. Betty Lossiah, the maker of the other Cherokee basket under consideration, 
and Sallie Locust, are examples of such artistic autonomy, with Locust choosing an unknown 
wood, dyeing convention, and rim style, and Lossiah choosing to add fanciful decorations 
and commercial colors that were anathema to Flanagan, local art guilds, and the IACB. 
Lossiah was another one of these contemporary, prolific artists, creating white oak 
and maple baskets as well as dolls.57 Lossiah worked primarily with white oak, as she learned 
how to make her first baskets with this material in the 1940s, but later turned to maple 
because she “couldn’t find no white oak;” the trees were dying and the Eastern Band had lost 
much of its access to remaining forest.58 This particular basket was made near the end of her 
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life, sometime in the mid-twentieth century.59 As mentioned earlier, Lossiah’s basket contains 
many additions not seen on Cherokee baskets from before the 1900s. These changes include 
drop handles, decorative maple wood curls, and light pastel dyes. The wood curls are 
particularly notable as Lossiah is credited as the originator of those forms in the area, as she 
remembers, “I make the basket up and then everybody learn”.60 These decorative materials 
made the basket stand out to buyers as an attractive item compared to other baskets using 
more conventional patterns and techniques.  
Its main material is also a shift from older basket making practices, which focused on 
rivercane and other reedy plants. White oak baskets gradually grew in prevalence from their 
first sparse appearance in the mid-1800s to their dense popularity in the early 1900s.61 
Weavers began to rely on local trading markets for goods and white oak was popular amongst 
non-Native buyers and easier to find than rivercane. Using the material would have been 
novel for Lossiah’s parents, but by the time of her generation, white oak was an established 
material with its own lexicon of designs. 
 White oak was seen by non-Native art reformers as a traditional enough material to be 
taught at the Central School and collected by anthropologists such as Frank G. Speck, yet at 
the same time the wood was too modern for some collectors and shunned in favor of 
rivercane.62 These varied perspectives demonstrate the inconsistent logics in these views and 
how the pursuit of authentic Indianness was based heavily on the expectations of non-Native 
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buyers. White oak was just as much an adaptation to modernity as honeysuckle or 
commercial dyes. Materials in baskets have different meanings based on the viewer and have 
consequences for how Cherokee baskets are marketed, valued, and used. 
Baskets are flexible and shift between categories because of their material but, 
conversely, they are also defined and categorized by those materials. Cherokee baskets’ 
unstable categorizations are based on the precarious logics of authenticity which shift when 
different needs arise. It is important to examine these histories as without them, an 
understanding of baskets as modern objects is lost, perpetuating stereotypical views of Native 
art objects and culture. Material histories are especially vital as these valuations were actively 
participated in by people like the Greenbergs or by Flanagan and other managers of Qualla 
Arts and Crafts Mutual. The legacies of these perspectives are transmitted through their 
donations to museums, making the museum a critical space where “the pleasure of looking 
becomes the responsibility of understanding.”63
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CHAPTER 3 
Movements of Matter 
Baskets were not the only objects made and sold in Cherokee in the twentieth century. 
Wood carvers, weavers, and potters also worked on the Qualla Boundary, creating works that 
were highly coveted amongst different buyers.64 Anthropologists, art collectors, locals, social 
reformers, and tourists all sought out Cherokee-made goods, bringing their own ideas of what 
those objects were or should be to their purchases.65 However, the items on offer, from 
honeysuckle baskets to hickory rattles, were not “inert relics” that crystallized traditions of 
the past, but instead were active, co-created objects.66 As outlined in the previous chapter, 
Cherokee artists sought out new materials, forms, and functions for their works in response to 
a variety of voices: buyers’ desires, their own creative interests, and restrictions drafted by 
non-Native craft managers and reformers. These changes did not happen in a vacuum but in a 
highly active and contested network of relationships between artists, scholars, tourists, locals, 
and museums. 
 These networks were complex in nature, weaving together Cherokee artists, local 
schools, tourist shops, anthropologists at the University of Pennsylvania and the BAE, and 
federal Indian agents, all of whom interacted through shared actions that often happened at 
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the same time or in close proximity to each other. Information on Cherokee art objects, 
lifeways, and set prices was also created and shared through these networks; this information 
co-creation is a distinguishing feature that Bruno Latour identifies as integral to network 
construction.67 I recognize the temporal complexity of these relations, but for convenience 
and legibility will separate out these networks into broad groups based on their relationship to 
major Cherokee players in these networks; these include carver and historian/informant Will 
West Long (Eastern Band of Cherokee) and the community-run arts cooperative Qualla Arts 
and Crafts Mutual Inc. Long and the managers at Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual were directly 
involved with the many non-Native and Native participants in artmaking networks in 
Cherokee. Their involvement at a critical point in Cherokee history, the early twentieth 
century, set up the infrastructure and information networks that later informed how Cherokee 
art objects were described, sold, and used, including Sallie Locust and Betty Lossiah’s 
baskets. 
Will West Long and Cherokee Identity: Anthropological, Tourist, and Community 
Networks 
Will West Long, described as “an almost legendary figure among the Eastern Band,” 
was a mask maker, carver, historian, and informant from Big Cove, NC.68 From the 1920s to 
late 1940s, Long created a staggering variety of masks, ball sticks, rattles, carvings, and a 
whole canoe, most of which were made for sale to anthropologists like Frank G. Speck, from 
the University of Pennsylvania, or to local fairs and buyers.69Anthropologists had visited the 
area since the 1870s, with the earliest visitors, James Mooney from the BAE and Dr. Edward 
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Palmer, an independent scholar, collecting baskets, masks, pottery, and any other Cherokee-
related object they could find.70 Their early work paved the way for future scholars such as 
Speck, Frans Olbrecht, and their students to forge connections with Qualla residents.71 Long 
was in a unique position in relation to these events; his relatives had been informants for 
Mooney forty years prior in the 1880s, with his mother Ayasta particularly assisting with 
Mooney’s research.72 Long’s home was also in the Big Cove community, whose residents 
were particularly active artists and were some of the first to sell baskets, carvings, and other 
objects directly to anthropologists.73 Long continued this anthropological relationship, 
working closely with Speck and his students from the 1920s to the late 1940s, recording 
Cherokee history and customs and creating objects on order to to Speck’s specifications.74 
This co-creation refutes the well-worn idea that these objects are solely “singularized” 
materials.75 While Speck valorized Long’s masks or rattles as singular examples of a 
disappearing culture, Long viewed and made these objects as contemporary examples, which 
could just as easily be sold to a visitor at the yearly Indian Fair.76  
Long also frequently corrected information on stories, objects, or songs in letters to 
Speck; for example, Long shared in detail what dances were used with various masks, and 
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emphasized that a Deer Dance did not exist for the Deer Mask.77 Long also offered Speck and 
his students new objects he, his wife, or his neighbors had made, ranging from masks to 
baskets.78 Even if Speck requested an object that was unavailable, Long promised to “make 
them to those which I do not have at present time, you won’t have to wait very long,” 
demonstrating his prolific artmaking and interest in continuing Cherokee culture.79 All of this 
information would later be included in Speck’s monographs Cherokee Dance and Drama 
(1951) and Decorative Art and Basketry of the Cherokee (1920), which were authoritative 
texts on the subjects until later work by Betty Duggan, Brett Riggs, and Sarah Hill in the 
1980s and 90s.80 Long’s actions make him a central author of the anthropological information 
created and shared about Cherokee art objects, while also drawing in residents of Big Cove 
and other Cherokee towns into these networks.  
As noted previously, Cherokee artists had long been creating objects, whether it was 
Long in Big Cove carving masks in the 1920s or Rowena Bradley and Nannie Youngbird 
weaving baskets in Painttown and Wolftown in the 1950s.81 These objects also circulated in 
local markets; white oak baskets were particularly popular with Native and non-Native 
neighbors, while Cherokee residents purchased masks and hunting songs.82 Long was a 
pivotal figure in this trade. Concerned with the continuation of Cherokee history and 
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customs, Long took it upon himself to carve numerous series of masks for specific dances, as 
well as recording songs and encouraging other Cherokees to carve or participate in dances.83 
Dances were particularly rare in the early twentieth century, with loss of timber access for 
masks and little time to hold the events.84 To compensate for the loss of specific woods or 
dyes, Long and other carvers turned to new materials such as shoe polish or commercial 
paints.85 His work, along with his son Allen Long and other contemporary carvers such as 
Allen Welch, demonstrates a local, Cherokee network to create and preserve these objects 
and the knowledge they contain. Long did not stop at masks, however, encouraging other arts 
such as basketry, woodcarving, and pottery, either through his own making or buying works 
from other community members.86  
The types of transactions that Long encouraged were similar to those found in the 
tourist market. Indeed, the tourist and craft art trades were closely related to the 
anthropological market, even if the latter abhorred the former. All three purchased similar 
goods, from masks to baskets, and all three had a vested interest in promoting the 
“authenticity” of such works, even though those definitions varied between them. For the 
souvenir shops, what mattered most was that a Cherokee person made the object, not so much 
that it followed a specific visual program.87 Anthropologists and craft reformers attempted to 
put material strictures on goods, believing that modern materials like commercial dyes or 
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paints diluted the true Cherokee aspects of an object.88 Yet, artists such as Long and Allen 
Welch used whatever materials were available to construct masks, and freely sold them to 
Indian Fair buyers, to souvenir sellers, and to scholars without any change in form.89 Masks 
made with shoe polish, paint, or cloth were sold to all the same venues.90 These objects made 
their way into anthropological and private collections, resisting easy classification with their 
modern materials and appearance.91  
At the same time, transportation networks and government support connected these 
players together, serving as an actant binding Cherokee artists, materials, and buyers 
together.92 Projects like the Blue Ridge Parkway were meant to increase tourism in the region 
and were pushed heavily by the North Carolina state government and BIA agents for this 
purpose.93 The highway was constructed in 1934 to accommodate the massive carloads of 
tourists coming to visit the newly opened Great Smoky Mountains National Park, who in turn 
sought out Cherokee-made goods as souvenirs.94 These buyers were often interpreted as 
threats by anthropologists; Arthur Kelly, an anthropology professor from the University of 
Illinois during the early twentieth century, vented about the difficulty in acquiring an axe 
from Sampson Owl, another Cherokee carver, stating,“[h]e wants $5 for it. I can’t stand that 
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price, but it is a pity to see such an old and authentic piece get into the hands of tourists.”95 
With both anthropologists and tourists competing in the same “tournaments of value,”96 
anthropologists sought to define Cherokee objects as singularized objects that shared little in 
common with the multi-colored baskets or masks made with house paint that could be 
purchased in the tourist shop.97  
These frustrations demonstrate both the mutability of Cherokee art objects and the 
dense trading and informational networks Cherokee artists and community members had 
created with anthropologists, tourist shop owners/buyers, and craft reformers. This flow of 
money, BIA employees, and funding intensified the tourist trade and craft reform, and made 
it easier for anthropologists to find samples of work and artists to commission for specific 
items, such as particular masks or baskets.98 As Latour argues, these networks intensify and 
self-generate each other through their relationships.99 
Cherokee art objects had many available paths to them: a community custom or 
practice, a souvenir, an art piece, or an item specifically made to order for scholars. Cherokee 
objects’ mutability refutes the static category of a singularized object, an object that is held 
above commodification or exchange. This concept of mutable objects is shared by many 
Native scholars regarding Native works, with authors such as Ramson Lomatewama (Hopi) 
and Janine Bowechop (Makah) contending that objects were often made to exist in a variety 
of roles and move between communities.100  
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 Appadurai also rejects the idea of static materials in his concept of “diversion,” 
stating that objects can exist in states of transit between exchanges or that objects, even those 
that appear to have certain strictures that bind them to being singularized (a sacred object, a 
museum object, etc.), can still be sold or exchanged based on the context.101 However, I 
diverge a bit from Appadurai’s propositions in that Cherokee art objects, like baskets or 
masks or pottery, do not have “predestined paths” in terms of their value or type of 
commodity exchange but instead are open to several paths at once, with the object’s maker, 
buyer, and material configuration determining what paths are taken.102 Much like Ruth 
Phillips and Christopher Steiner argue for all non-Western art objects, the exchange position 
and value of Cherokee art objects are malleable, open to a variety of negotiations.103  
Baskets as Multivalent Objects 
 These larger networks in the Qualla Boundary affected the sale and presentation of 
baskets particularly, as encapsulated in the formation of Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual Inc., 
an artist co-operative shop that continues to operate today. Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual was 
originally formed by a committee of 53 Cherokee artists, including carvers Amanda Crowe 
and Goingback Chiltoskey and basket weaver Velma Lossiah.104 The organization was meant 
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to act as a one-stop shop for Cherokee art and goods for tourists coming through the nearby 
national park and Blue Ridge Parkway, edging out competing non-Native traders that 
purchased objects at a fraction of their value or selling goods falsely marked as Cherokee.105 
Lacking the money to start the co-op on their own, the Eastern Band government reached out 
to the IACB to provide funding for Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual; the Eastern Band secured 
the funding in 1946, but in turn, Gertrude Flanagan, who was at the time teaching basketry at 
the Cherokee Central School, was appointed as its head by the IACB in the process.106  
Flanagan had already made a name for herself teaching basketry and other vocational 
classes at the Central School, enforcing particular dyes, patterns, and names for the baskets 
created there. Flanagan banned aniline dyes or modern materials, as explained earlier in 
chapter two.107 Stifled creative autonomy and low prices for the Cherokee makers at the 
Central School transferred to Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual during Flanagan’s control until 
her retirement in the 1970s.108 At the same time, the co-op provided a stable market for artists 
and marketed baskets heavily, with frequent exhibitions for basket weavers in its exhibition 
space.109 The earlier networks laid by the IACB and Flanagan’s involvement in the Cherokee 
Central School (that taught many of Qualla’s original founders) as well as the responses of 
Cherokee artists engendered by these experiences demonstrates the complex relationships 
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between artists, craft reformers, and tourists. Cherokee artists negotiated between these 
different parties to create Qualla, leveraging these information networks.  
Sallie Locust’s honeysuckle basket was originally a Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual 
object, as indicated by the sale label on the inside of the item.110 As described earlier, 
honeysuckle was a new basket form, breaking through Flanagan’s no-modern materials 
restrictions to be sold at Qualla. Locust’s basket participated in these trading networks by 
being sold to the Greenbergs, who were BIA employees. The couple’s purchase fitted into the 
wider network of BIA agents and employees purchasing and promoting Native works, 
specifically works that appeared to be traditional or pre-industrial.111 It is an ironic note that 
while the Greenbergs desired to collect objects indicate of Native traditions and pre-contact 
ways, honeysuckle baskets were a modern accommodation.112  
Betty Lossiah’s white oak basket was bought by a collector, Haven Lowe.113 It is 
unclear if Lowe purchased the basket from Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual, from Lossiah 
directly, or from another shop. White oak baskets were present in all of these spaces, as well 
as in anthropological collections and private collections, making it a easily transferable good, 
participating in translations between commodity and singularized object, using Appadurai’s 
terms.114 Lossiah also participated as a co-op member; by being exhibited in Qualla Arts and 
Crafts Mutual’s spaces in both sale cabinets and exhibitions, Lossiah’s objects were able to 
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reach the tourist and collector audiences that the co-op and Flanagan helped establish.115 At 
the same time, Long’s work with Speck in preserving Cherokee art and customs possibly 
increased the objects’ profiles, encouraging their sales as well as their tenuous associations 
with pre-contact traditions. 
Tracing these relationships and networks are important because it demystifies their 
modern conditions, taking these art objects out of the pre-contact mystique and into their 
current time. This difficulty recalls Latour’s concept of the black box, describing the 
illegibility of the networks and processes fashioning connections between objects and human 
actors or other non-human actants.116 Baskets and masks are reminders that Cherokee artists 
had been contending with non-Natives and modernity for centuries already. As these objects 
now come into museum exhibits, their varied translations make current categorization in the 
museum space difficult. Complex histories are rarely included in label texts or in catalog 
records; indications of the object’s path of exchanges and negotiations to get to that point are 
usually sublimated through the organizational language of the museum or exhibition.117 
Pointing to these histories in the museum space can foster a fuller understanding of the object 
to the viewer.
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CHAPTER 4 
Western Museums and Knowledge Organization Systems 
The neutrality of the museum space has long been questioned, especially by Native 
curators, scholars, and artists who historically have been shut out of the decision making and 
information processes that structure museums. An elegant critique is offered by Mi’kmaw 
artist Ursula Johnson’s 2014-ongoing traveling installation Mi’kwite’tmn (Do You 
Remember), in which Johnson documents her grandmother’s maple and ash splint baskets 
through the knowledge production systems of Western museums.118 Johnson depicts the 
basket forms in glass etchings that resemble anthropological diagrams, with the basket 
features described in Mi’kmaw terms. These terms defamiliarize both the Mi’kmaw and non-
Mi’kmaw viewer, as both the language and basket techniques they describe are unavailable to 
both (fig. 7). This enveloping repeats with the etchings inside their own respective glass 
vitrines, recalling similar layouts in art museum spaces or personal collections. The ghostly 
imprints indicate the double loss of physical objects being stolen or recontextualized without 
the basket maker’s and their community’s knowledge. Johnson takes this idea to its height 
through Mi’kwite’tmn’s related performance, O’pltek (It is Not Right) (2013-ongoing), where 
the artist attempts, uselessly, to create her own baskets from anthropological accounts. Basket 
rims lack shape and binding, ash splints fail to complete a single weave, necessary binders 
and processes to soften the wood fail to materialize. As the deformed shapes attest to, what 
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information is and is not present is crucial to understanding the gaps between different ways 
of knowing, or knowledge organization systems, inherent in the museum structure. 
Knowledge organization systems, as Melissa Adler provides, are the varied structures 
used by people and institutions to classify and order information.119 Inherent in this 
organization is the ability to control information and its effects on the people and objects it 
seeks to make sense of. While knowledge organization systems are primarily used in 
information science to study structures such as libraries and databases, Adler writes that 
informational control is also a political tool, connecting various knowledge organizational 
systems to colonial projects across the world.120 As already noted, the US government created 
a panoply of organizational systems beginning in the early 1800s: reservations, land 
allotments, tribal registration/blood quantum requirements, and residential schools were all 
part of this project, amongst many other tools.121 These knowledge organization systems 
imposed categories that did not apply to Native realities, forcing individuals to interpellate 
between unwieldy structures, losing the right to describe themselves and their realities.  
Museums also constituted part of these systems, imparting new names, categories, and 
relationships on objects that often ignored or misrepresented Native knowledges. Many 
American anthropological and natural history museums’ Native collections formed in the late 
1800s alongside the development of the US government’s colonial Indian policies. 
Institutions such as the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and 
Anthropology, the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, and the Museum of the 
American Indian benefitted from the vast amounts of data and objects accrued by the BIA 
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and the Bureau of Ethnology (BAE).122 The accrued information, ranging from ethnobotany 
to typologies of basket forms, was organized to document lifeways considered lost and to 
exploit that information for various government reform projects.123 
While art museums started collecting Native objects much later than anthropology 
museums, the materials in their collections were able to be bought and displayed because of 
the informational infrastructure created by the BIA and BAE. For example, in the early 
twentieth century anthropology, art, and natural history museums raced to collect totem poles 
from Northwest Coast communities. These museums benefitted from established lines of 
communication, trade, and scholarship from BAE and BIA anthropologists who studied and 
collected the same materials and from restrictive federal policies which increasingly left 
Native communities with no option but to make or sell off those items.124 Even as museums’ 
missions have shifted, these legacies persist through databases, labels, and other methods of 
organization. It is vital to view museums as knowledge organization systems because of these 
histories of categorization, which can highlight what narratives are being constructed.  
Knowledge Organization Systems at the Gregg Museum 
The Gregg Museum of Art and Design was first built in 2007, with a later renovation 
to the building finishing the museum to its current state in 2018.125 The museum’s collections 
were formerly part of the art and design department to be used by its students, with collecting 
beginning in the 1940s. The collection had very few Native objects to begin with, the earliest 
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being a Tlingit Chilkat blanket collected in the 1980s.126 Recently, the museum acquired a 
massive donation of Native North American art from Drs. Norman and Gilda Greenberg, 
which culminated in an exhibition called “Treasures of Native America” in 2017-2018 and a 
permanent Native gallery in the museum.127 The collection ranges widely from prints by 
Norval Morrisseau (Anishinaabe) to Cherokee baskets to Navajo jewelry. The variety of 
objects that the Greenbergs collected illustrates the flexibility of objects like Cherokee 
baskets to translate into art spaces.  
Locust’s basket, in its inagural and in its current display at the Gregg, is located in a 
floor-to-ceiling windowed cabinet in the Greenberg Native American Study Gallery. This 
cabinet includes baskets by Native artists across the United States and Central America, 
including Yup’ik, Choctaw, Embera, and Passamaquoddy works (see fig. 1).128 Mixed in 
between the baskets of sweetgrass, rivercane, oak, and maple are ceramics and quillwork 
boxes. Unlike Betty Lossiah’s basket, which rested between contemporaries at the Museum 
of the Cherokee Indian, Locust’s is one Cherokee example amongst many other different 
cultures’ objects. 
Examining the information supporting the display, Locust’s basket does not have its 
own label. Basic information about the basket’s materials, date, and artist shares a panel with 
the other baskets, quillwork boxes, and pottery displayed in the main cabinet, as one can see 
in figure 1. This curatorial choice partly came from the museum’s desire to show as many 
works in the collection as possible; a multitude of objects fill the space, with Hopi and 
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Navajo sifter baskets located in pull-out drawers and up to seventeen katsina dolls displayed 
in a vitrine.129 Roger Manley, director of the Gregg, concedes that the cabinet display in 
particular is similar to that of a “collector’s cabinet or shop window.”130 While this similarity 
was not Manley’s intent, the display and lack of specific labels for the cabinet and drawer 
objects reinforces the collector’s cabinet aesthetic, thereby creating that appearance. Manley 
and Mary Hauser, registrar and curator at the Gregg, both want to use the gallery and 
collection to put primacy on Native North American artists and encourage research on the 
objects.131 To do that work, however, examining the ways that information is structured in the 
museum is a necessary first step to understanding the objects’ fuller histories. 
Labels, exhibition panels, and online catalogs are part of the knowledge organization 
system used at the Gregg, organizing collections and displays to fit its mission as a university 
art museum. Labels describe objects, panels provide the narrative of the show, and catalogs 
introduce students to their holdings. However, these items do not solely contain the voices of 
the museum staff, but in many instances, and especially at the Gregg, also preserve the 
organizational systems of the collectors, in this instance, the Greenbergs. Hauser stated that 
much of the information used in the labels was derived from interviews with the Greenbergs 
and from their object logs; as a result—or on one level—it is largely their perceptions of 
Native art that provide the basic knowledge organizational structure to the exhibition.132 
Many of the labels and panel texts in the exhibition emphasize connections between objects 
and long-standing traditions, but without reflection on the historical and cultural shifts that 
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allowed such objects to be in the museum. For example, a label for a gourd rattle by Edmund 
Nequatewa (Hopi), describes it as a “traditional Hopi rattle” from the 1950s.133 As described 
in the first chapter, the American Southwest was the locus of non-Native efforts to reform 
Native art to an idealized, pre-industrial state; Hopi, Navajo, and Pueblo communities were at 
the center of such efforts.134 What is considered “traditional” is slippery when non-Native 
reformers and art dealers had a large influence on what materials could be sold at fairs and 
exhibitions, emphasizing certain paints, woods, and patterns over modern or figurative 
ones.135 While there is not a direct account from Nequatewa, many Native artists who worked 
in the Southwest art circuit struggled to balance creative autonomy with Indian Arts and 
Crafts Board (IACB) and reformer restrictions.136 These objects are not static nor traditional 
in the sense that the IACB and BIA employees, like the Greenbergs, described them. 
Another example of this information transferrance is the label for the second 
Cherokee basket in the exhibition, which describes a large rivercane basket by Lizzie 
Youngbird (Eastern Band of Cherokees). The text states that the item is decorated with a 
“Chief’s Daughter” pattern.137 No supporting information in the label explains that these 
pattern names, including “Chief’s Daughter,” were actually constructed by Gertrude 
Flanagan, a non-Native IACB employee and later arts manager at the Cherokee Central 
School and Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual.138 Many Cherokee artists stated that the “names 
had no meaning to them,” with Sarah Hill, scholar on Cherokee baskets, leading to conclude 
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that Flanagan likely picked them for their nostalgic tone.139 As the Greenbergs had purchased 
their Cherokee baskets, including Locust’s, from Qualla, it is likely that this pattern name 
was jotted down from the sale label or Flanagan’s accompanying labels and show 
pamphlets.140 This information transmission points to the primacy of the Greenberg’s and 
Flanagan’s understanding of these objects, validated by the museum’s official labels. 
Omitting this history flattens Youngbird’s relationship to her basket and to Cherokee 
artmaking during the twentieth century. The information does not place their makers in their 
contemporary time nor reflect Native knowledges about those items. Failing to recognize the 
complexities within twentieth century Native artmaking precludes the realities of artistic 
intervention by Native artists. 
The Greenbergs and the networks of information they represent influences the online 
catalog as well. The couple donated nine Cherokee-made art objects into the collection, 
ranging from baskets to masks.141 All collections objects are assigned an object class or 
category, which allows them to be found by online searchers and museum staff. For Locust’s 
basket and others donated by the Greenbergs, the term “Household accessory-Storage and 
display accessory” is used, demonstrating their categorization as collectible goods for display 
and for light utilitarian use.142 This is not a generic term applied to all Cherokee objects sold 
at Qualla, as pots by L. Bigmeat Maher are classed as “Household accessor[ies]” and an owl 
carving by Goingback Chiltoskey is categorized as a “Figurine.”143 This categorization can be 
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traced to the Greenbergs’ conception of these objects in the object log; Locust’s basket is 
labeled as a “decorated vase” while a white oak rib basket by Katie Panther is described as an 
utilitarian “fruit basket,” thus baskets fit both display and storage categorical terms.144 Such 
terminology is a part of the wider knowledge systems that the Gregg employs to organize 
their collection online and in the museum space. At the Museum of the Cherokee Indian, the 
terms applied to baskets in the catalog are different, demonstrating the variances in how 
Cherokee baskets are understood. 
Eastern Band Knowledge Organization Systems 
The Museum of the Cherokee Indian was built in the 1950s and originally was owned 
by the Cherokee Historical Association (CHA), a tourism promotion board that did not have 
any official tie with the Eastern Band of the Cherokee Indians (EBCI) government or other 
Cherokee organizations (fig. 6). Its permanent collection is primarily sourced from artifacts 
found from an excavated pre-removal Cherokee town and then sold to the CHA.145 The 
museum later changed hands to EBCI management in 1976, along with the Oconoluftee 
Indian Village, an historical rendering of a 1700s Cherokee town, and the Unto These Hills 
drama.146 Over time, the collection has grown to include art such as baskets, masks, and 
beadwork, collected either from donations, the artists themselves, or from Qualla Arts and 
Crafts Mutual, an artist cooperative located across the street from the museum.147  
The museum’s primary mission is to, “perpetuate the history, culture, and stories of 
the Cherokee people,” asserting narrative sovereignty over events such as the Revolutionary 
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War and the Trail of Tears.148 Narrative sovereignty is defined by Lisa King as both the 
control over what kinds of stories can be told in a museum space and the control over what 
parts of those stories are available to different viewers.149 The museum also serves as a tourist 
destination and economic hub for the region, which makes narrative control by the Cherokee 
all the more important, as the museum is in an unique position to share Cherokee perspectives 
with non-Cherokees. Lonetree posits that such efforts are necessary to counteract harmful, 
stereotypical narratives present in other institutions.150 There is a delicate balance between 
entertainment and education, between challenging or community-specific narratives or 
entertaining and broader ones.151 
The Museum of the Cherokee Indian structures information based on local, Cherokee 
logics, organizing Betty Lossiah’s basket and related information about it in terms of her 
identity and relationship to the Eastern Band community. These practices are similar to many 
tribal museums and cultural centers across the United States that emphasize the local by 
keeping collections focused on specific communities, portraying local histories, and 
organizing storage, displays, and databases using their specific knowledge systems.152 
Lossiah’s basket was displayed in the museum as one of many phases of basketwork 
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developing over the course of Cherokee history, with honeysuckle and other white oak 
baskets also displayed in a front glass case that greeted museum visitors until about 2012.153 
Lucy Nola George (Eastern Band of Cherokee), one of the first honeysuckle weavers, was 
also included in this display, indicating an emphasis on artists who had made contributions to 
both Cherokee basketry and regional art.154 Unfortunately, as the archivist Nelda Reid 
explained, little information survives about this display as records or photo documentation on 
exhibits are not actively kept, but from what is available it is clear that the narratives focused 
on the artists.155  
This emphasis on the artist and her community continues through the archives and 
online catalog structure, in contrast to the collector-based knowledges at the Gregg. Much 
like the basket display’s emphasis on biographies of the artists, the archival material on 
Lossiah’s basket primarily consists of information about Lossiah herself. In her file, I viewed 
many photographs of Lossiah and her baskets, her descriptions of her work, her particular 
town/clan name, and photographs of her family.156 This folder was drawn from the museum’s 
larger archive of Cherokee artists, appearing to be organized by person as Lossiah’s folders 
were all labeled with her name. Donor information was not available in this file or in the 
exhibition label (fig. 8) nor substantially in the online catalog; only the name of the donor is 
provided in the online catalog, with no captured information about the individual.157 In turn, 
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the baskets in the online catalog were not assigned any particular category or type, simply 
classed as “Undefined.”158 In the archives and in the online catalog, what information is given 
primacy is that of the Cherokee maker. 
This focus on individuals and their relationships with communities reflects both the 
tribal museum model and into Cherokee ways of knowing. Community identity has long been 
important in Cherokee knowledge systems, stretching back to pre-removal matrilineal clans 
around which towns and social life were based.159 These are literally reflected today through 
town names (Painttown, Wolftown, etc.), which are derived from the names of the original 
seven matrilineal clans (Paint Clan, Wolf Clan, etc.).160 These clans are key to Eastern Band 
identity, with individuals commonly identifying themselves by these community names as 
well as the current town or county they live in.161 Artists are identified in written accounts 
and interviews conducted by Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual and by the museum in terms of 
these communities, describing not just their address but also their family, history, and the 
kinds of artmaking practiced there.162 The knowledge organization system at the museum is 
thus based in Cherokee logics of community, and the lacuna of exhibition imagery and 
documentation reflects different knowledge organization systems in play across museums. 
While my discussion with the museum’s archivist did not explain the specifics of these 
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choices, it is a pattern throughout the Museum’s operation and in other Cherokee artist 
publications.163 
Tribal museums and cultural centers generally have an emphasis on the community 
they represent, doing so through local collecting, exhibitions, and programs.164 This 
informational control, or sovereignty, also extends to how the museum is structured, in terms 
of storage policies, object loans, and archiving practices. For example, the Makah Museum 
and Cultural Center in Neah Bay, Washington organizes its collections in storage and in 
exhibit by family, as it recognizes that the objects are still active and belong to specific 
people.165 Or in another example, the Museum of the Southeast Indian at UNC Pembroke has 
been in the process of deaccessioning objects that are either not Lumbee or from nearby 
North Carolina Native communities, as the director feels they are not the proper cultural 
stewards of such objects.166 The Museum of the Cherokee Indian designates certain 
categories of information as important to keep and others not. At the same time, the museum 
also exerts control over what information is viewable to outsiders. In my own experience, I 
worked with these different systems, which included securing permission to use information 
about Lossiah and her baskets and while not collecting other kinds of information, such as 
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interviews or in-depth research into the exhibits.167 The latter two types of information 
necessitated further review, which was unavailable at the time.168  
As cataloging, archiving, and curating are variable activities that pass through many 
different hands, the emphasis on the maker or person depicted is notable, relating to the 
museum’s Cherokee emphasis on community organization. The knowledge organization 
structures here are predicated on local, Cherokee understandings of baskets, emphasizing 
relationships to their makers and to their community. In turn, these choices affect how 
information is provided to the public. As Phillips argues, understanding these knowledges is 
key for future and consistent collaboration with Native museum partners.169 Or, at the very 
least, is key for museums to understand their Native collections through Native knowledges. 
 At the Museum of the Cherokee Indian, organizational structures of history museums, 
tribal museums, and Cherokee knowledge organization systems inform how objects are 
displayed; in the case of Lossiah’s basket and its associated information, the artist, their 
contribution to basket weaving, and specifically Cherokee identity were most central as 
organizing tenets. In the case of the Gregg Museum, the organizational structures of the 
Greenbergs and their interpretations of Native art organize the objects in displays that 
emphasize their form, function, and traditionality. These informational systems, when 
combined together, can provide a full understanding of the object and its varied relationships 
to buyers, other artists, and their homes.  
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But to do so, substantial changes must be made to how Cherokee baskets are 
understood by the collectors who buy them and the museum staff who utilize such 
information. Hauser notes, “...we want to work more with Native American partners” on 
shows “...but we are in a period of transition still,” referring to the Gregg’s recent relocation 
and ongoing movement of its collections.170 However, for such projects to be effective, 
collaborative work must push further to explore new ways of integrating varied knowledge 
organization systems and share institutional decisionmaking equally between museum and 
Native partners.171 
The museum is an information space; all parts work together to create and layer 
information on the object. While this may be a well-accepted conclusion, what is vital to 
consider here is what kinds of information are chosen and how that information relates back 
to prior histories of the objects being displayed. These decisions stem from different 
information ecologies whose use and specificity are vital for prefacing Native knowledges. 
Teasing out those specifications and analyzing them with non-Native systems can be another 
way to approach the collaborative museum method that many museum professionals, Native 
and non-Native, call for.  
                                                
170Mary Hauser, (registrar and associate director), in discussion with author, Raleigh, NC, October 2018. 
171Phillips, Museum Pieces, 188. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Sharing Knowledge Organizations 
 Just as the Gregg’s “Treasures of Native America” exhibition closed in April 2018, 
another show containing Cherokee baskets opened at the Asheville Art Museum in Asheville, 
NC.172 Titled “Cherokee Baskets from the Asheville Art Museum,” the exhibition contained a 
variety of baskets made by Eastern Band of Cherokee artists.173 This exhibition took the form 
of several pop-up shows in local banks.174 Baskets by storied twentieth-century weavers such 
as Rowena Bradley and Agnes Welch were displayed together with baskets by contemporary 
artists such as Dolly Taylor and Golinda Hill.175 Baskets of different materials, from different 
dates, and by different artists were displayed together, much like the displays at the Gregg, 
which combined baskets, boxes, and pottery from throughout Native America into a single 
display case (see fig. 9). What sets these two exhibitions apart, however, is how these objects 
were framed. In the Asheville Art Museum’s pamphlet accompanying the exhibition, the 
complex histories of Cherokee baskets are clearly stated, describing the adoptions of new 
materials, the effects of land dispossession, and the interactions between non-Native buyers  
                                                
172Email communication with Lola Clairmont (curatorial assistant at the Asheville Art Museum, Asheville, NC), 
January 2019; Austin Butler. “‘Treasures of Native America’ on Display at Gregg Museum,” March 7, 2018. 
https://oied.ncsu.edu/divweb/msa/treasures-of-native-america-on-display-at-gregg-museum/.  
173Email communication with Lola Clairmont (curatorial assistant), January 2019; Asheville Art Museum, 
Cherokee Baskets from the Asheville Art Museum, n.d., 2-3. 
174At this time the Asheville Art Museum’s galleries were undergoing renovation, so pop-up exhibitions were 
planned throughout the city. Asheville Art Museum. “The New Building,” 2019. 
https://www.ashevilleart.org/about/the-building/. 
175Carolyn Grosch, Asheville Art Museum, Cherokee Baskets from the Asheville Art Museum, n.d., 2-3. 
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and Native artists.176 For example, in its description of white oak basketry, the text states: 
Following the forced removal from their lands in 1838, Cherokees adopted an 
assortment of European basket making techniques and materials. They began to 
experiment with white oak, a commonly used material in the European 
tradition…quickly master[ing] the European practice of rib basketry.177 
 
Contrary to conventional framing of white oak baskets, which categorize them as traditional, 
static goods, the Asheville Art Museum’s text clearly states their complex history.178 The 
pamphlet goes on to say “by the beginning of the 20th century, Cherokee makers would 
incorporate other new materials, such as maple and honeysuckle, into their designs,” 
describing the modern nature of the baskets’ materials and the active choices made by 
Cherokee artists.179 This text supports and categorizes the baskets on display as objects from 
different times that respond to specific conditions, such as Hill’s bamboo market basket (fig. 
10) or the white oak ribbed baskets by Dolly Taylor. The labels and displays also support this 
narrative (fig. 11) by presenting the baskets as contemporaries with each other, instead of 
ahistorical objects. Exhibiting twentieth century and contemporary baskets together refute 
teleological readings of Native objects, while the labels and pamphlet text clearly center these 
baskets in their time. Cherokee baskets are presented to the viewer as complex, multivalent 
materials.  
These curatorial choices resulted in part from long-term dialogues established 
between Cherokee artists and the staff at the Museum of the Cherokee Indian. Lola 
Clairmont, curatorial assistant at the Asheville Art Museum, states that she has collaborated 
with Museum of the Cherokee Indian and Qualla Arts and Crafts Mutual staff in numerous 
exhibitions, pooling knowledge in order to create exhibitions that best represent artmaking in 
                                                
176Ibid., 2-3. 
177Ibid., 2-3, para. 4. 
178Duggan and Riggs, Studies in Cherokee Basketry, 33-40. 
179Asheville Art Museum, Cherokee Baskets from the Asheville Art Museum, n.d., 3, para. 5. 
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the western North Carolina region.180 “Cherokee Baskets from the Asheville Art Museum” is 
the result of one of these dialogues. Clairmont and other Asheville Art Museum staff worked 
with Museum of the Cherokee Indian curators to determine what appropriate narratives, 
information, and objects are presented.181 These collaborations are integral to displaying 
Native objects accurately; as Ruth Phillips argues, dialogues both reflect Indigenous methods 
of knowledge construction (consensus, community acceptance) and invite Native partners to 
have a say in how their materials are represented.182 The Asheville Art Museum’s rich 
exhibition history of Cherokee art objects attests to the strength and utility of these 
connections.183As the Asheville example provides, communication between partners is one 
key strategy to illustrate the full histories of Cherokee baskets, and by extension, other 
Cherokee materials from the twentieth century.  
Integrative methods, or what Phillips defines as indigenization of the museum, are in 
contrast to the Gregg’s approach, which did not contact Native partners or advisors in its 
development of the “Treasures of Native America” show.184 The Gregg also exhibited its 
objects differently, framing the exhibiton with knowledge derived from the Greenbergs, as 
seen in its text, layout, and labels.185 In doing so, the Gregg’s show organizes its objects, 
including Sallie Locust’s honeysuckle basket, into a program that foregrounds the collectors’ 
                                                
180Emails with Lola Clairmont (curatorial assistant at the Asheville Art Museum), January 2019; Emails with 
Carolyn Grosch (curator at the John W. Bardo Fine & Performing Arts Center, Western Carolina University, 
Cullowhee, NC) and Denise Drury Homewood (executive director at John W. Bardo Fine & Performing Arts 
Center), August, 2018. 
181Emails with Lola Clairmont (curatorial assistant at the Asheville Art Museum), January 2019. 
182Ruth Phillips, Museum Pieces, 157-159. 
183The Asheville Art Museum has mounted several exhibitions with Cherokee artists, including “Home Land” in 
2017, “Hands, Hearts, Minds” in 2017, and “Cherokee Carvers: Traditions Renewed” in 2011. Asheville Art 
Museum. 2019. “Past Exhibitions.” 2019. https://www.ashevilleart.org/exhibitions/#section-3.  
184Phillips, Museum Pieces, 10; Mary Hauser (registrar), interview with author, October 2018. 
185Mary Hauser and Roger Manley, TREASURES OF NATIVE AMERICA: Selections from the Drs. Norman and 
Gilda Greenberg Gift, August 26, 2017 — April 29, 2018 (Gregg Museum of Art and Design, North Carolina 
State University, Raleigh, NC: 2017), 1-12. Unpublished exhibition file. 
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knowledges. The Greenbergs’ view of Locust’s basket as a collectible, authentic object is an 
important part of the basket’s history, but it is not the only part. Reading Locust’s or Betty 
Lossiah’s baskets as singular objects inhibits its participation in their other narratives. As 
Amy Lonetree states in her analysis of tribal museums, Native objects are often inherently 
multivalent, either through their community ties or through their uses.186 Finding ways to 
highlight certain histories without obscuring others is key to better understanding Native 
objects and better representing the people and communities connected to them. 
Weaving it All Together 
To that end, I return to the initial questions posed in this thesis: how are these baskets 
defined through display, metadata, exhibition texts and how can Native objects’ 
multidimensionality be consistently demonstrated in different museum spaces? As elaborated 
above, the Gregg Museum and the Museum of the Cherokee Indian each have their own 
systems of knowledge organization which arrange the museum space. These systems are 
constructed through information objects like databases and the metadata they contain, 
exhibition labels and texts, and display layouts. For the Gregg, these information sources are 
marshaled to create exhibitions that explore different examples of design history, while the 
Museum of the Cherokee Indian uses these same resources to transmit Cherokee, and 
specifically Eastern Band, history and worldviews.187 These museums’ knowledge 
organizations offer two different ways to view Cherokee baskets’ histories, either as a 
collectible, aesthetic object or as a demonstration of local artistic identity. These frames 
illustrate the “dual signification” applied to baskets; Cherokee artists created baskets that fit 
their own worldviews and negotiations in twentieth-century western North Carolina, while 
                                                
186Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 12. 
187Mary Hauser (registrar), interview with author, October 2018; Roger Manley (director), interview with 
author, October 2018; Museum of the Cherokee Indian. “Exhibits.” Accessed 2019. 
http://www.cherokeemuseum.org/exhibits.  
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non-Native buyers took the same objects and placed them into their own definitions of 
Cherokee artistry and identity.188 But these complexities can easily be lost if not supported by 
exhibition texts or displays, as museum spaces historically have not been structured to 
acknowledge and incorporate Native knowledges.189 
The second question, of how museum spaces can effectively present the multiplicity 
of Cherokee baskets, and by extension other Native objects, is a difficult one confronting 
museums that hold those materials. Ruth Phillips contends that Native partners need to be 
consciously included and interwoven into all aspects of the museum process, whether as 
advisors or as full-time staff.190 Amy Lonetree pushes this further, arguing that non-Native 
and Native museums’ collaboration must extend to more difficult narratives of colonialism 
and current social marginalization.191 Lisa King’s study of three different Native museums 
rounds out this picture by arguing that the narratives presented in Native museums have 
different registers of legibility, with some stories or information reserved for particular 
viewers based on the protocols in that community.192 Museums must recognize the 
importance of both sharing complex narratives while also being aware of the information 
practices held by different Native partners. The Asheville Art Museum’s basket exhibition 
best illustrates what displays can look like when these recommendations are followed in a 
non-Native museum space, with Cherokee partners part of the curatorial team, framing of the 
baskets’ complex, difficult histories, and selection of baskets based on Cherokee 
recommendations.193  
                                                
188Phillips, Trading Identities, 20. 
189Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 30-32; Phillips, Trading Identities, 68-70. 
190Phillips, Museum Pieces, 187-189. 
191Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 30-34. 
192King, Legible Sovereignties, 5-6, 19. 
193Email communication with Lola Clairmont (curatorial assistant), January 2019.  
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Building on these arguments and the complex histories of Cherokee baskets, I am 
putting forward strategies to represent the many lives of Native objects. My points come with 
the acknowledgement that each object and context is distinct, and that the hundreds of 
different Native communities in the United States have their own histories, protocols, and 
knowledges. As noted previously in the fourth chapter, my work at the Museum of the 
Cherokee Indian operated within the Eastern Band’s knowledge organization systems, with 
access allowed to the basket and its related records; this information was provided by the 
archivists.194 The baskets’ historical legacies, records from the Museum of the Cherokee 
Indian, and displays at the Gregg provide information that is useful to consider their 
multidimensionality. 
I would first recommend the consideration of information sources, such as online 
catalogs, labels, exhibition texts, and museum policies, as integral sites of curatorial decision 
making which need to be reviewed closely by museum staff. Scholars have long considered 
the narratives and displays of exhibitions, such as curators W. Richard West 
(Cheyenne/Arapaho) and Nancy Marie Mithlo (Chiricahua Apache).195 In turn, curators are 
more reflective on the objects presented in shows; yet, the information networks of curator 
and registrar decisions and the information objects museum staff create receive less attention. 
When analyzed using an information science-based framework, information objects like 
labels and object records reveal informational legacies from the collectors who bought those 
items; these collectors’ views are re-validated by museum staff through the reproduction of 
                                                
194Email communication with Nelda Reid (archivist), October, 2018, February, 2019; Email communication 
with Robin Swayney (archivist), October, 2018.  
195King, Legible Sovereignties, 24-27, Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 40-42; Phillips, Museum Pieces, 13-
16; David Penny, “The Poetics of Museum Representations: Tropes of Recent American Indian Art 
Exhibitions,”  in The Changing Presentation of the American Indian: Museums and Native Cultures, ed. W. 
Richard West, (Washington D.C.; National Museum of the American Indian, 2000), 53-57. W. Richard West 
and Amanda Cobb, “Interview with W. Richard West, Director, National Museum of the American Indian.” 
American Indian Quarterly, 29 no. 3/4 (2005): 518-522; Mithlo, “Lost O’Keeffes/Modern Primitives,” 56-58. 
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terms and categories.196 As illustrated in the third chapter, Edmund Nequatewa’s rattle, 
described as a “traditional Hopi rattle,” carries on the Greenbergs’ views of these objects as 
uncomplicated artifacts, developed through their networks with BIA agents and craft 
reformers.197 By omitting information on these objects’ complex relationships with their 
collectors, materials, and production networks, the viewer does not have the support to 
understand the objects outside of the pervasive narratives of authenticity and traditionality. 
In turn, non-Native museum staff should be aware that their practices or knowledge 
organization systems, from storage to item description to display, may not correspond to the 
object and associated community they are working with. For example, in the case of the 
Museum of Northern Arizona, Hopi community members and curators worked with non-
Native curators to allow for certain objects, like katsinas, to stay with Hopi communities 
periodically throughout the year.198 Ramson Lomatewama, one of the curators, states that in 
Hopi knowledge systems objects are not inert, but are actors in their own right, with lives and 
obligations of their own.199 This policy shifts from older requirements that kept items in the 
museum permanently; the Museum of Northern Arizona’s change recognizes that some Hopi 
objects are determined to have agency.200 Another example is the the University of British 
Columbia’s Museum of Anthropology, which does not include photos or descriptions of 
                                                
196Dealing with the donor’s legacy is not an easy task. The National Museum of the American Indian, for 
example, faced criticism for its indirect treatment of its main collector, George Gustav Heye. At other times, 
donor information can be used constructively, such as the “Native American Voices: The People Here and 
Now” exhibition at the Penn Museum, which addresses how permanent collection items used to be framed in the 
galleries. Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 109-114; “Native American Voices.” University of Pennsylvania 
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. Penn Museum, 2019. 
https://www.penn.museum/sites/nativeamericanvoices/. 
197Museum label for Edmund Nequatewa, Traditional Hopi Rattle, Raleigh, Gregg Museum of Art and Design, 
October 2018, Treasures of Native America: Selections from the Drs. Norman and Gilda Greenberg Gift; 
Norman and Gilda Greenberg, Object Log, Years 1950-1960s, (Gregg Museum of Art and Design, North 
Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC: 1950s-1960s), unpublished object purchasing log.  




items deemed culturally sensitive, such as Haudenosaunee False Face masks, based on 
recommendations from Native curators.201 In the context of Cherokee baskets, recognizing 
their relationship to modern Cherokee identity is a step towards incorporating their 
knowledges.  
The second recommendation is to include specificity in the terms, text, and other 
information supports used for museum objects. Lonetree, Karen Coody Cooper, and other 
authors have pointed to the problematic history of museums generalizing Native histories and 
experiences.202 Historically, museums lumped different tribes and communities together in 
their displays, combining several nations’ practices into a generalized exhibit or confusing 
one community for another.203 The simplification of histories and uses of objects can also 
obscure their makers’ complex lives and their negotiations with Euro-American colonialism. 
Lonetree calls for specificity of histories in displays, giving the example of the Ziibiwing 
Center of Anishinaabe Culture and Lifeways, which exhibits beadwork as complex objects of 
aesthetic beauty, documents of oppression, and importantly, as markers of specifically 
Anishinaabe identity.204  
Efforts to make histories, experiences, and information like tribal affiliation more 
specific are more commonly seen in contemporary Native art exhibitions, such as the 
“Anishinaabeg: Art and Power” show at the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, Canada in 
2017.205 This show combined both contemporary art by Anishinaabe artists, such as Barry 
                                                
201This link provides an example; note the “culturally sensitive” tag in place of the image. Museum of 
Anthropology. “Hadaje’grenata (Mask).” MOA Catalog, 2019. http://collection-
online.moa.ubc.ca/search/item?keywords=false+face+mask&row=1.  
202Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 26-32; Cooper, Spirited Encounters, 2-10; Sleeper-Smith, Contesting 
Knowledge, 1-5. 
203Lonetree, Decolonizing Museums, 30-32. 
204Ibid., 158-165. 
205Royal Museum of Ontario. “Anishinaabeg: Art & Power.” Exhibitions & Galleries. Accessed 2019. 
https://www.rom.on.ca/en/exhibitions-galleries/exhibitions/anishinaabeg-art-power.  
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Ace, and historical works such as beadwork. Throughout the exhibition, specificity was 
exercised through tribal affiliation and use of Ojibwe terms.206 As Tuscarora artist and 
scholar Jolene Rickard states, specificity of visual imagery and cultural knowledge is key to 
reclaiming one’s identity in the face of colonialism and to actively construct visual languages 
that helps one navigate the future.207 This recommendation is relevant for these objects and 
others similar to them, as they too have specific histories and relationships to their makers 
and communities. 
As museums in the United States and Canada begin to reconsider their Native 
collections, the recognition that Native objects and the people, places, and practices they are 
connected to have always been multidimensional is key to any project of reconciliation or 
community curating. As mobile objects, being traded, bought, gifted, and donated, Cherokee 
baskets weave together Native and non-Native communities, illustrating Cherokee modernity 
in everyday life.
                                                
206Ruth Phillips, “Salvaging Salvage Anthropology, Restoring Indigenous Knowledge: Shifting the Paradigm of 
Native American Art.” Lecture, Lectures in the History of Art from the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, Chapel Hill, NC, September 26th, 2018. 
207Jolene Rickard, “Diversifying Sovereignty and the Reception of Indigenous Art.” Art Journal 76, No. 2 




Fig. 1, Basket, quillwork box, and pottery display cabinet, Drs. Norman and Gilda Greenberg 
Native American Study Gallery, Gregg Museum of Art and Design, North Carolina State 










Fig. 2, Locust, Sallie, “Vase Basket,” honeysuckle, dyes, 1965, Drs. Norman and Gilda 
Greenberg Native American Study Gallery, Gregg Museum of Art and Design, North 











Fig 3, George, Lucy Nola, “Honeysuckle Handled Basket,” honeysuckle, white oak, 












Fig. 4, Drawer containing Hopi and Navajo sifter baskets, Drs. Norman and Gilda Greenberg 
Native American Study Gallery, Gregg Museum of Art and Design, North Carolina State 












Fig. 5, Lossiah, Betty, “White Oak Basket,” white oak, maple, dyes, n.d., Museum of the 
































Fig. 7, Johnson, Ursula, “Mi’kwite’tmn (Do You Remember),” etched glass vitrines, birch 











Fig. 8, Label for Betty Lossiah’s white oak basket, from front display case exhibit, n.d., 














Fig. 9, View of “Cherokee Baskets from the Asheville Art Museum,” exhibition, SECU 































Fig. 11, Taylor, Dolly, “White Oak Cradle,” white oak, bloodroot, 2009, Asheville Art 












APPENDIX: INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR GREGG MUSEUM OF ART AND DESIGN 
Introduce yourself; what do you do at the (museum’s name)?  
In what capacity have you worked with the Native collection? In what capacity have you 
worked with Cherokee materials? Cherokee baskets?  
What past exhibitions has the museum staff held of Native works? Did those exhibitions 
include Cherokee baskets? What were the main narratives of those exhibition(s)? What info 
sources were consulted for this show/these shows and why? What info sources were not 
consulted? 
Are any baskets currently on display? What materials are in storage? Why were these 
materials chosen to be on display, and what info sources were consulted for that work? 
How are Native baskets described in the online catalog/collections database? What info 
sources are used to do this work? 
How did the museum staff decide to acquire this basket? Why collect it? What is the 
collecting mission/relation to collection management policy? 
Does the museum work with Native artists/have a relationship with Native artists? 
How does the museum staff display baskets (or other objects) with varied uses/histories? Do 
these concerns shift based on the material?  
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